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AdventHealth will allow its lease to expire at a
Tampa office park, citing the 'positives' of remote
work
Aug 28, 2020, 7:09am EDT

AdventHealth will allow its lease at a Tampa office park to expire in 2021, citing the
"positives" of remote work the health system has observed during the novel
coronavirus pandemic.

Corporate employees in the West Florida division were informed of the decision
Thursday in an email from division president and CEO Mike Schultz obtained by the
Tampa Bay Business Journal.

The Orlando-based health system's lease at Cardinal Point Riverside at Telecom
Park expires on April 1, 2021, Schultz wrote, and the hospital will not renew the
lease for the majority of the space. It also leases space in River's Edge at Tampa
Telecom Park. It will maintain a sublease it has on the Riverside at Telecom
building's second floor.
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feet on the fifth floor; 6,871 square feet on the second floor; and 5,164 square feet
on the first floor. The landlord, Tampa-based Cardinal Point Management, is willing
to divide the space on the fifth floor as small as 18,098 square feet.

David Moskovitz, who leases the building for Cardinal Point, was not available for
comment Thursday.

About 80 percent of AdventHealth's employees in those office buildings are
working remotely right now, according to Schultz's email.

AdventHealth is transitioning to a remote work model as companies across Tampa
Bay and the U.S. are grappling with what their office space will look like in the
future. The pandemic forced the vast majority of office workers to transition to
remote work practically overnight in mid-March, and most have still not returned to
their formal workspaces.

In Sarasota County, Tervis Tumblers recently announced a similar decision, listing
its corporate campus for sale to search for real estate that better suits a workforce
with more remote employees.

Schultz wrote that the health system will inform employees of its plans for office
space within the next 90 days.

Ashley Gurbal Kritzer
Senior Reporter
Tampa Bay Business Journal
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AdventHealth has 12,000 employees in the Tampa Bay region, according to
Business Journal data, though the vast majority of those are frontline health care
workers at its hospitals here.

"Many of us have adapted to working remotely and our team members have
expressed the positives of remote work," Schultz wrote, "including increased
productivity, quality time with family, as well as reduced expenses due to the lack
of commuting to the office."

A spokeswoman for AdventHealth on Thursday confirmed the move and said it was
too soon to say how many would be affected by the transition, as the health system
was in the early stages of planning and discussion.

"The success we’ve seen with this model has presented an opportunity for us to
convert more team members to remote work as a long-term business plan, which
means we no longer need to renew a portion of our lease at one of our division
corporate office locations," the health system said in a statement.

LoopNet, an online marketplace for commercial real estate, shows three spaces in
Riverside at Telecom Park that will be available in April 2021: up to 48,553 square
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